Keyboarding of Khmer Unicode

Establishing a standard for a Khmer Unicode keyboard layout will require significant consultation and research.

(1) It will require a radical departure from the recent history of glyph based transcription. In the recent past we have typed characters from left to right on typewriters and computers. However that was a violation of the handwriting method of centuries which generally entered characters in the order in which they were pronounced (phonetic/logical order). You will need to consistently type characters into the computer in the same order in which they will be sorted (otherwise it would be very difficult to find the same word twice in a dictionary).

(2) The limited technology of typewriters and computers in the past required a separate key for each shape. My own fonts which had 222 different glyphs thus required access to 222 different key combinations to enter Khmer base characters, ligatures, subscripts, subscript variants (for example, first and second level subscripts), signs, sign/vowel variants (first and second level signs/vowels), punctuation and western characters. Using intelligent fonts we no longer need to type positional variants or ligatures. In fact we no longer have to have unique positions for the 32 common subscript consonants: just tap one key which stands for 'coeng' and one consonant, and the font automatically creates a subscript form of that consonant. Type a consonant with a hat and an AA vowel, and the font can automatically create a ligature. Of course the more keys we need to type...the harder and slower it will be to learn how to type, and the more tedious to output text.

(3) In the past the vowels at U+17BE, U+17BF, U+17C0, U+17C4, U+17C5 required at least two separate keys for entry. With Unicode and intelligent fonts only one key each is required...and the two glyphs which make up such vowels break apart and find their proper position independent of the typist.

(4) Khmer students have not been told, but in fact there are 32 dependent vowels which determine the sorting order of Khmer words. However, instead of making typists remember the position of a key for each one...we can have a keyboard layout that only requires the typist to know 18 different keys for the dependent vowels.

(5) My full size PC keyboard has 47 character keys plus keypad, function, arrow, and paging keys. This means that no more than 47 characters can be typed most quickly (without requiring a helper or dead key).

(6) I have suggested a set of 156 different characters (and many more glyphs; in the paper entitled 'Glyphs Recommended for a Khmer Unicode Font') to completely access the Khmer script (103) as encoded in Unicode as well as useful international punctuation and signs. Of the 103 uniquely Khmer characters, 12 will be vary rarely used when typing the Khmer language. Two non-Khmer characters will be exceedingly important in
typing Khmer Unicode: SPACE (for phrase breaks), ZERO WIDTH SPACE (for invisible word break). Most layouts in the past did not have a word-break character (so word wrap did not work and spell checkers were impractical). If you have done your mathematical calculations you will know that that leaves 53 foreign characters (I am in the process of adding the backslash character '\', which is necessary for entering directory paths on Windows. Will the Khmer font be merged with a larger font so that A~ drive letters would also be accessible when choosing one font to represent the directories?). In the end maybe more or fewer characters will be used (it is not especially critical, you will be able to type in almost every language in the world when typing on a computer...possibly from a wide set of fonts).

(7) I helped Khmer typists to type many thousands of pages of text (as well as typing around two thousand pages myself!), so became quite sensitive to how efficiently typing could be done. Holding down keys simultaneously slows down the rhythm of typing, making it slow, painful, and exhausting. Hence you will
find that it is faster to type two keys in succession than to hold two keys down simultaneously. Furthermore
I know that whenever I type on the top row of keys...my error rate soars and my speed drops. The secrets to fast, accurate, least-tiresome typing are three: (a) Always use the same finger to hit any given key [although one finger may type many different keys, each key should only 'see' the same finger come down on it every time], (b) put the characters you type most frequently on the home row under your poised fingers [the speed a key is hit drops off as you move from that], and (c) maintain a rhythm (avoid holding down multiple keys simultaneously).

(8) Typing Khmer Unicode should be the most enjoyable of all your typing experiences...quick with a touch of magic (the beautiful flowing shapes will take form automatically before your eyes).

(9) There is no crime in adapting the keyboard from what is familiar...but there are many different familiarities☺. The price of familiarity, however, could be a lifetime of tedious data entry...so scientific principles should counterbalance outdated traditions to yield the best result. Remember that English typewriter layouts were made to slow down data entry (so that the hammers would not collide). Some Khmer keyboard layouts have the same effect...whether they were meant to be that way or not.

(10) A keyboard design should take into consideration many facts: (a) What people are familiar with, (b) What characters are really needed (to avoid an excess and to avoid being unable to type what is necessary), (c) The frequency of each character in common Khmer text, and (d) the placement which will lead to the most frequently used characters being typed the most quickly. Hopefully a happy compromise will lead to the best solution.



